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HOW MANY DAYS DID CREATION LAST

& WHAT HAPPENED ON SHABBOS?

Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch (Bereishis 2:1)

The root dlk combines two apparently opposing meanings. dlk means to be destroyed, completely cease to exist

(Malachai III 6) “Ye Sons of Jacob have ceased to exist (mzilk)”; and at the same time dlk means to reach the highest

degree of perfection, (Kings I. VI 38) “the house was complete (dlk) in every way” . . .

A double significant truth may be at the root of this peculiarity. First, that every perfection on one side presupposes the
complete cessation in the opposite side. Anything and anybody can only be perfect in one thing if the person or thing
gives itself up completely to that end. He who wishes to be perfect in various things will only be half-perfect in each of
them. Further, there is no such thing as absolute destruction. All ceasing to be is only relative, is only the complete

transition to another condition and form. The fundamental conception of  dlk is: to strive for a certain end, hence : 

zilkzthe end: the purpose, dlkz, striving towards achieving a goal.
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Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch (Bereishis 2:2)

Everything which God created is called ezk`ln. dk`ln is not work looked on as labour or toil, but dk`ln is looked

on as something done, accomplished . . . dk`ln only considers the result, the product of the activity.

The Sabbath, by Dayan Dr. Isador Grunfeld (pp. 16, 27-29)
God’s creative activity was followed by the Sabbath, when He deliberately ceased from His creative work. This, more
than anything, shows Him to us as the free Creator freely limiting and controlling the creation He brought into being
according to His will - the Creator with a purpose . . . By ceasing from work in the manner prescribed by the Torah, the
Jew bears witness to the creative power of God . . . the Jew, while subduing and controlling his environment like every
other human being, must recognize, and show that he recognizes, that his powers derive from the one higher than himself . . .
By refraining from human creating, the Jew pays silent homage to the Creator. The essential characteristic of human
creativeness is the intelligent purpose which directs it . . . Melakhah thus includes within its scope any activity of a
constructive nature which makes some significant change in our material environment - significant, that is, in relation to
its usefulness for human purposes. Any act, however small, which demonstrates man’s mastery of nature in this way is a
melakhah . . . We have thus arrived at the definition we have been searching for. A melakhah is: an act that show’s man’s
mastery over the world by the constructive exercise of his intelligence and skill.


